Coevolution of compositional protocells and their environment
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The coevolution of environment and living organisms is well known in nature. Here, it is suggested that similar processes can take place before the onset of life, where protocellular entities, rather than full-fledged living systems, coevolve along with their surroundings. Specifically, it is suggested that the chemical composition of the environment may have governed the chemical repertoire generated within molecular assemblies, compositional protocells, while compounds generated within these protocells altered the chemical composition of the environment. We present an extension of the graded autocatalysis replication domain (GARD) model—the environment exchange polymer GARD (EE-GARD) model. In the new model, molecules, which are formed in a protocellular assembly, may be exported to the environment that surrounds the protocell. Computer simulations of the model using an infinite-sized environment showed that EE-GARD assemblies may assume several distinct quasi-stationary compositions (composomes), similar to the observations in previous variants of the GARD model. A statistical analysis suggested that the repertoire of composomes manifested by the assemblies is independent of time. In simulations with a finite environment, this was not the case. Composomes, which were frequent in the early stages of the simulation disappeared, while others emerged. The change in the frequencies of composomes was found to be correlated with changes induced on the environment by the assembly. The EE-GARD model is the first GARD model to portray a possible time evolution of the composomes repertoire.
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1. INTRODUCTION

All throughout the history of Earth, we can observe processes that change the environment. Such changes can be physical and abiotic, such as the complex feedback mechanisms that lead to the formation of the ice ages (Gildor & Tziperman 2000, 2003). Other environmental changes are caused by the activity of life: there are examples such as the oxygenation of the atmosphere through cyanobacterial photosynthetic activity 2.2 Gyr ago (Des Marais 2000; Catling & Claire 2005), or as recent as the effect of deforestation and usage of fossil fuel on atmospheric levels of CO₂ (Houghton et al. 1999). Could protocells be involved in similar processes of environmental change?

The graded autocatalysis replication domain (GARD) model (Segre et al. 1998, 2000) is a quantitative and chemically realistic abstraction of a protocell, in accordance with the lipid world scenario to the origin of life (Segre & Lancet 2000; Segre et al. 2001a). The model tracks the dynamics of the composition of a non-covalent assembly of molecules. The assembly’s composition changes due to joining of molecules into the assembly from its surrounding environment and to molecules leaving the assembly to the environment. A rudimentary progeny mechanism is modelled by a simplistic random fission of the assembly, in which each molecule in the assembly is assigned to one of two daughter assemblies with equal probability. An advanced variant of the model, polymer-GARD (P-GARD), also includes, in addition to the join and leave processes, possible production of oligomers within the assembly (Shenhav et al. 2005a).

One of the prerequisites for life is boundaries that separate living systems from the environment (Oparin 1953; Tawfik & Griffiths 1998; Szostak et al. 2001; Monnard & Deamer 2002; Hanczyc et al. 2003; Rasmussen et al. 2003). Most studies of protocellular entities are done in vitro. The nature of these studies, whether investigating possible mechanisms of cellular assembly or an attempt to create protocells in the laboratory, requires a fine tuning of the physical properties of the system. These properties include, for example, the permeability to building blocks, the tendency to grow or the capacity to split while maintaining their internal environment. The fine tuning is done by specific selection of the materials from which micelles or vesicles are made, and even the exact pH and temperature in which the experiments are conducted. The GARD model enables the analysis of a protocellular system, without exactly specifying the primary building blocks of the system. GARD studies employ computer simulations rather than in vitro experiments. Moreover, GARD uses a statistical chemistry approach (Segre & Lancet 1999) for deriving the chemical parameters of the simulation, which allows the use of abstract molecules rather than specific chemical compounds.
The study of the GARD model spans more than a decade. Its first embodiment has shown that simple protocells can undergo homeostatic growth based on kinetic control (Segre et al. 1998). Later, the amphiphile GARD (A-GARD) model, revealed that molecular assemblies, subjected to fission that keeps them out of equilibrium, may assume quasi-stationary compositions—composomes (Segre et al. 2000). Recent extensions to the GARD model include spatio-temporal investigations of multiple assemblies (Naveh et al. 2004; Shenhav et al. 2004), and studying the molecular network structure and dynamics that underlie the emergence of composomes (Shenhav et al. 2005b).

We have proposed that GARD protocols are mesobiotic entities—intermediates between prebiotic and fully-fledged living systems (Shenhav et al. 2003).

Here, using a novel extension of GARD, The environment exchange polymer-GARD (EE-GARD) Model, we examine the intricacy of coevolution of GARD protocols and their surrounding environment. This coevolutionary process shows that the repertoire of composomes manifest by a GARD assembly along many generations may change as a result of alteration of the surrounding environment, which is induced by the assembly.

2. COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS AND METHODS
The simulations and all the analyses were conducted on a Pentium IV 2.8 GHz processor with MATLAB v. 7.1. The simulations were implemented using the 'direct method' stochastic chemistry algorithm (Gillespie 1976, 1977), where equations (3.2a), (3.2b) and (3.4) were used to calculate the probabilities (rates) of the different possible reactions. The analyses made extensive use of routines (k-mean, silhouette, principal component, two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) provided in MATLAB's Statistics Toolbox 5.2.

Classifying a trace of compositional vectors was conducted using a two-phase scheme. The first phase marks each generation as being in a drift (D) state, if its average similarity to its predecessor and successor is below 0.9, using $H(n,n') = (||n|| - ||n'||)/||n||$ as measure for similarity between vectors n and n'. The second phase classifies to composomes the generations that are not marked as being in drift states. The classification is done by the following procedure.

(i) Apply 100 times k-means clustering on the non-drift vectors with $k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10$ and 12, using MATLAB's 'cosine' distance measure.

(ii) For each k value, calculate the silhouette of the best result (the one with smallest sum of distances) using, again, MATLAB's cosine distance measure.

(iii) Calculate the silhouette score for $k = 1$, which is the average distance of the non-drift vectors from the mean of these vectors.

(iv) Find the best k value, i.e. k that has the highest silhouette.

(v) Classify the non-drift generations according to the classifications of the best k-means result of the best k value.

$k$-Means clustering was also used to find the 'change modes' of the environment. For each generation, g, the vector $\Delta e(g) = e(g + 1) - e(g - 1)$ represents the change in the composition of the environment. These change vectors were then classified 100 times using k-means clustering with k equal to the number of different composomes discovered in the specific run. The 'change mode' of each generation is its classification by the best k-means result (the one with smallest sum of distances).

3. THE ENVIRONMENT EXCHANGE POLYMER-GARD MODEL
The A-GARD model (Segre et al. 2000; Shenhav et al. 2004) describes a single amphiphilic assembly in an environment containing a finite monomer repertoire of size $N_G$. The internal molecular counts are $N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_{N_G}$, (or in vector form $n = [n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_{N_G}]$). Molecules join and leave the assembly with spontaneous rates $k_1$ and $k_2$, which are typically taken to be equal for all molecular species. The model introduces mutually catalytic rate enhancements, exerted by molecules within the assembly on the join/leave reactions. Using a statistical chemistry approach (Segre & Lancet 1999), the values of the rate enhancement exerted by molecules of type j on molecules of type i ($\beta_{ij}$) are drawn from a lognormal distribution, which is an approximation of the receptor affinity distribution (Lancet et al. 1993; Rosenwald et al. 2002) modified for catalytic rate enhancement (Lancet et al. 1994; Segre et al. 2001b). The characteristic equations that describe an assembly's growth, in terms resembling continuous concentrations, are (Segre et al. 2000)

$$\frac{dn_i}{dt} = (k_1 p N - k_2 n_i) \left(1 + \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N_G} \beta_{ij} n_j \right), \quad (3.1)$$

where $N$ is the assembly size ($N = \sum n_i$) and $p$ is the concentration of monomers in the external surroundings of the assembly. The equivalent rate equations for join ($f_j$) and leave ($f_l$) reactions, which are used for simulations with discrete molecules, rather than molecular concentrations, are (Shenhav et al. 2004)

$$f_j_i = k_1 e_i \left(1 + \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N_G} \beta_{ij} n_j \right), \quad (3.2a)$$

$$f_l_i = k_2 n_i \left(1 + \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N_G} \beta_{ij} n_j - \beta_{ii} \right), \quad (3.2b)$$

where $e_i$ is the tally of monomers in the environment near the assembly.

The P-GARD model (Shenhav et al. 2005a) also includes, in addition to the join and leave reactions of A-GARD (figure 1a), endogenously catalysed formation of covalent bonds between molecules within the assembly. That is, we also consider reactions of the form

$$A_i + A_j \leftrightarrow A_i A_j, \quad (3.3)$$

where $A_i$ and $A_j$ are arbitrary molecular species (monomers or oligomers) present in the assembly and $A_i A_j$ is the covalent oligomer formed from $A_i$ and $A_j$ (figure 1b). Similar to the join and leave reactions, there are basal rates for covalent bond formation ($k_{pd}$) and
formation/dissociation (Shenhav et al. 2005a). Here, we consider an alternative approach, whereby the values of $\gamma_{ij}^k$ are generated using a statistical chemistry approach as described for $\beta$.

Early version of P-GARD and most A-GARD simulations considered an assembly embedded in an infinitely large environment, such that the concentrations or tally of molecules surrounding the assembly are constant (buffered). The EE-GARD model presented here regards a finite environment, whereby molecules that join/depart the assembly affect the tallies $e_i$ of molecules in the environment.

As previously described (Segre et al. 2000, 2001b), a GARD assembly is assumed to undergo occasional fission, which serves as a rudimentary Oparin/Morowitz-style progeny mechanism (Oparin 1953, Oparin 1957, Morowitz 1967). For simplicity, the exact structure of the assembly is not modelled. Fission is assumed to happen when the size of the assembly $(N)$ reaches a threshold value; that is, when the assembly just exceeds $2N_0$ molecules. In a fission (or split), the assembly is divided into two daughter assemblies, where each molecule of the parent assembly is assigned to one of the daughter assemblies with equal probability (figure 1c). While the decision to split is not stochastic, the size $N$ exceeds $2N_0$, the fission process itself is stochastic with 50% probability for each molecule in the assembly to be allocated to each daughter assembly. Generally, in simulations of GARD, only one of the daughter assemblies, arbitrarily selected, is followed. In the case of infinite or constant environments, the other daughter assembly is ignored, whereas in the environment exchange case, the other progeny is presumed to disintegrate and its molecular constituents are added to the environmental tallies.

Forcing one of the progenies to disintegrate was introduced for practical reasons: a simpler model as well as a more computationally efficient simulation. Moreover, in a realistic scenario, disintegration of assemblies, not necessarily upon fission, or some other control mechanism on the population growth, is required in order to avoid exponential growth of the population. Future expansions of the model may, indeed, consist of populations EE-GARD assemblies following the preliminary studies with populations of GARD assemblies without polymers (Segre et al. 2000; Naveh et al. 2004; Shenhav et al. 2004). Accommodating for multiple assemblies in such future models is particularly important for studying possible coevolution of protocells rather than a single protocell and its environment.

4. RESULTS

We have conducted two sets of 80 simulations, each 10 000 generations long, of an EE-GARD model restricted to oligomers with maximal length of three monomers. One set of simulations used a finite small environment, while the other, the control set, had an infinite supply of monomers in the environment (constant tally). The simulations in each set had the same parameters, but for a different random seed to create the $\beta$ and $\gamma$ values. Figure 2 shows time
autocorrelation diagrams of the dynamic behaviour observed in these simulations. The long-term correlations seen in figure 2a,b indicate a strong quasi-stationary composition (composome) that prevailed for a long period. Such strong composomes were observed in approximately 10% of the simulations. For other sets of $\beta$ and $\gamma$ values (figure 2c–f), the composomes lasted several generations at most. This dynamic, observed here for trimers, is reminiscent of that previously reported for simulations limited to dimers only (Shenhav et al. 2005a).

In simulations conducted with a finite environment (figure 2a,c,e), the compositional similarity within 800 early generations and within the 200 latest generations was much larger than the compositional similarity of these two periods towards each other. Notably, in the runs with an infinite environment (figure 2b,d,f), the similarity between the early and late periods was indistinguishable from the similarity within the periods.

To objectively and automatically detect the composomes, each run was subjected to $k$-means clustering. This dynamic, observed here for trimers, is reminiscent of that previously reported for simulations limited to dimers only (Shenhav et al. 2005a).
compositional dynamics trace was classified as being in a particular composomal state, \( C_i \), or in the drift state, \( D \), where the assembly was not in any composomal state. We performed a principal component analysis of the composition vectors of the 10,000 generations. The projection of these vectors, to the plane that is defined by the first and second principal components, showed that in many of the runs these components separated the different composomes that emerged during the run (figure 3\( a, b \)). Using a colouring scheme based on the time course of the simulation, a clear association between the position of the projection and the generation is observed in the finite environment simulations (figure 3\( c \)), while with an infinite environment such association is not seen (figure 3\( d \)). This association implies that in the environmental exchange case the propensity to find a certain composome varies with time.

The repertoires of composomes manifested early (generations 100–1100) and late (generations 9000–10,000) in the simulations were compared, so as to assess the stability of these repertoires along the time axis. For the runs with an infinite environment, the null hypothesis that the two repertoires come from the same distribution had a \( p \)-value above 0.99 for 45 runs, and in none of the 80 runs this hypothesis could have been rejected with a \( p \)-value below 0.08, using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. This suggests that the repertoire of composomes manifested in a GARD system, without environmental exchange, is rather stationary over many generations. An opposite depiction emerged from similar analysis over the 80 runs with the environmental exchange (finite environment). For 60 runs, the null hypothesis that early and late repertoires are similar was in fact rejected (\( p \)-value below 0.08). Thus, EE-GARD shows a change in time of the repertoire of composomes.

The dynamics of the composition of the environment was examined. Figure 4\( a \) portrays the average time autocorrelation diagrams of the chemical composition in the environment. It shows that the similarity between the environments in two generations, \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \), decreases as the number of generations between \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \) increases. The composition of the assembly in different generations (figure 4\( b \)) follows the same trend, where the internal similarity changes more rapidly and to a larger extent. This dynamic is different from the dynamics with an infinite environment, where the average similarity between the compositions in two different generations generally does not depend on the number of
The 10 000 D detection and analysis of composomes. That is, each of to the same clustering procedure that was used for The sequence of environmental changes was subjected in the environment, due to the environmental exchange with the assembly. The chemical repertoire of the environment, due to the composome state of the assembly and the change in the chemical repertoire of the environment. The time correlation between the frequencies of the change mode M1 and composome C1 have a high correlation (0.84). A certain degree of correlation is also seen between M2 and C2 (0.48) or M3 and C3 (0.29). This suggests that the change modes of the environment and the composome coevolve, where the environment induces the composomes in the assembly, while the composomes govern the change mode of the environment.

5. DISCUSSION

We have suggested that GARD assemblies may constitute a crucial intermediate step towards fully-fledged living systems (Shenhav et al. 2003). The present study brings forth the issue of possible changes that such assemblies, which are possibly compositional protocells, may elicit in their environment and, in turn, the effect that such changes may have on the evolution of these protocells. We have devised the EE-GARD model, which includes a mechanism for generating novel molecular species within a protocell via oligomer formation, as well as an exchange of molecules between the protocell and its finite environment. We have shown that, without environmental exchange, GARD assemblies tend to have a steady repertoire of composomes over long periods of time. In contrast, in the presence of environmental exchange, the composome repertoire is not stationary, and changes over time are much longer than the typical composomal lifetime. This long-term change, which is observed here for the first time, may be considered an evolutionary process, whereby previously high-probability composomes disappear and other composomes emerge. Moreover, this evolutionary process corresponds to changes imposed on the environment by the GARD
assembly. This implies that compositional protocells may coevolve with their environment.

The results of the present work go beyond the specific GARD embodiment. While compositional protocells were simulated here, other kinds of protocells or replicators, which have both a capacity to generate novel molecular species and a potential to exchange their content with the environment, may portray a similar dynamics. Such coevolution may be a key to more detailed future in silico studies of protocellular evolution.
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